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В рамках двухканлльного приближения метода резонирующих групп
с бинарными каналами 3+3 и 4+2 проведены исследования реакций
синтеза +.(t , <*-)2n- и Не( Не,Л)2П в области низких энергий.
Показано, что реакции происходят главным образом при центральном
столкновении двух ядер Н или

 v
He. Полученные теоретические

зависимости от энергии сечения упомянутых реакций и астрофизичес-
кого iS -фактора находятся в удовлетворительном согласии с имею-
щимися экспериментальными данными.

I.Yu.Rybkin, V.S.Vasilevalty, H.Velazquez

The Study of Multichannel Prooeseea in a Six-Nuoleon System.

II. The Dynaraios of Reactions t(t,2n)c< and \e(.hi9,2p)oL

it Low Energies

Within the framework of the two-ohannel approximation of the

resonating group method with binary channels 3+3 and 4+2

the reactions t(t,<*-)2n and -Hie(-'He,ot )2p in the low-euergy

region are studied. The reaotiona are shown to proceed mainly

tnrough the head-on oolliaion of two ^d or % e nuolei. The

obtainad theoretical energy dependences of tne reaction oroaa-

aeotiona and astrophyaioal S-faotors are in satisfactory ag-

reement with the available experimental data.
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Muoh interest haa recently been generated in theoretical

studies of nuclear reactions involving charged partiolea. Speoi-

al attention is given to the fusion reaotion d(t,n)c< ,t(t,2n)oC,

ifIe(̂ He,2p)ot, and others proceeding at very low energies not

exoeeding a few keV over a threshold. The purpose of such

investigations is to describe present experimental data in the

energy region from a few hundreds of keV to u few MoV over the

reaotion threshold and, at the ваше time, to give predictions of

the reaotion cross-seotions at the energies close to zero. The

knowledge of reaction cross-seotions at such low energies is im-

portant for the solution of some astrophysical problema, in par-

ticular for estimations of the solar neutrino flux, and also for

investigations of the muon-catalyzed controlled fusion. Just the

reaotion cross-sections determine the fusion dynamics and the

rauon catalysis reaction rates.

The Coulomb repulsion of reaotion fragments is the main ob-

stacle to experimental aeasurements of reaction cross-ectiona,

especially at low energies of the fragment relative motion. Be-

cause of that, the reliable data are obtained only in the energy

region far enough from the threshold of the considered reaction.

With the energy decreasing, the reliability of data obtained di-

minishes and the ambiguity of the reaction сгозз-section extrapo-

lation to the fusion energy region increases sufficiently. So,the

lack of reliable information and its barest necessity encourage

theoretical studies of fusion reactions at low energies.

In view of that, in the present paper the fusion reaction

t(t,2n)"C and •'He(%e,2p) ot are studied in a wide energy

region including that of energies close to the reaotion threshold.

As a rule, to describe the reaction at low energies the astrophy-

sical faotor S(H) ia introduced. It is defined as follows:

L e , (1)

where 0(E) is the reaction cross-section, E is the energy of

the fragment relative motion measured off from tne reaction thre-

shold, Эй. is the Coulomb parameter. The reaction cross-s3ction

proportional to e **" deoreaaes rapidly when the energy tends

to zero, while the astrophysioal factor is the slow-changing func-

tion of the energy with a finite limit when E -• 0 . Besides
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that, the funotion S(K), in contrast to the cross-section flT(B),

ie more sensitive to the features of the nuclecn-nuoleon poten-

tial uaed in mioroacopia calculations. All this makes the astro-

physiool factor S(F) a convenient quantity to describe the nuc-

lear reactions at low energies.

In addition to the study of reaotion orosa-ootions, the dy-

namics of the interaction of 3+3 and 4+2 ohannels and the

influence of open channels on the soattering processes have also

been studied in the present paper.

We shall keep to the following plan of presenting the results

of our studies. In Seotion 1, the raiorosoopio approaoh is dieoua-

sed, the construction and solution of the dynamio equations is

briefly treated.In section 2,the results of numeric calculations of

the cross-sections of the reactions t(t,2n)o< and •'He(^He,2p) d.

are presented. The explloit form of the Hamiltonian matrix ele-

ments between the generating functions of the cluster model is

given in the Appendix.

1. To solve the problems set above we'll make use of the al-

gebraic version of the resonating group method (RGM) [ 1-3]. The

construction and ways to solve the multichannel RGM dynamio

equations are considered in Ref. [4], so here we only present the

main ideas end the features of this approach aa applied to the

systems studied.

The construction of RGM dynamio equations should begin with

a ohoioe of the wavefunctions describing the internal structure

of dusters and the quantum numbers which characterize uniquely

the states of the investigated nuclei. As a rule, to describe the

internal structure of clusters the antisvmnetrized translational-

ly invariant shell model (TISM) functions with the minimal prin-

cipal quantum number N allowed by the Paul! principle are used.

For the % , % e and Tie nuclei N«0, this corresponds to the

"packing" of nuoleons on the s-ahell. The exit channel of the

studied reaotions is the three-cluster one, for the oompound nuo-

lei He and Be formed by the collision of two % or % e

nuclei decay, respectively, into ал alpha-particle and two neu-

trons, end an alpha-particle and two protons. Because taking

three-oluster ohannels correctly into aooount within the RGM rep-

resents a rather complicated problem, we have easumed that the

oompound nucleus decay proceeds through a binary channel, i.e.
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the He nuoleus deoaye into an alpha-partiole and a dineutron

B

and the Be nuoleua deoaya into an alpha-partiole and a dipro-

ton. A dineutron and a diproton forming bound aystoma like -*H,

% e and 4le nuolei are described by the TISM wavefunotion

with the prinoipal quantum number NeO.

The assumption of the binary character of the He deoay

is quite justified, because the interaction between two neutrons

io weak. However, when the reaction produces two protons affeoted

by a strong Coulomb repulsion, this assumption could only be oon-

eidered as a zero approximation to precise calculations. Neverthe-

less, the disoussion of the numerioal results of the present oal-

oulation will show how suoh a simplication affects the reaction

description,

Taking into oonsideration tbcae assumptions»the wavefunotion

of a six-nuoleon system can be written as a sum of two terms:

where the first term deeoribea the interaction of two %

nuolei and the second one desoribes the interaction of an alpha-

particle and a dineutron (diproton), jf is an antisymmetrisation

operator, if (5)
 f

 *f (4) » 4*00
 a r e

 *
h e
 internal wavefunotions of

a three-, tour- and twowniolecn system mentioned above, ̂  , •jfj are

the unknown funotions reproducing tha relative motion of H (He)

nuolei and an alpha-particle and a dineutron (diproton), respec-

tively.Not to overload the expressions with extra indices, we

ehall henoeforward write down the quantum numbers which characte-

rize uniquely the considered states of a aix-nuoleon system. The

function of each channel will be labelled by the quantum numbers

of LS-ooupling - the total angular momentum L, the summary spin

S and the total momentum J . The system spin S is a vector

avaa of the ii ret and the seoond duster spins» S ™ S, + S^ .

The total angular momentum L equals tho sum of all cluster

Tular momenta and the, angular momentum of their relative motion

t X. = Ц + L^ + t . Kaon oi' the vector additlona io oar-

ried out with the help of Clebeoh-Gordon coefficients.

Two Зн (
3
He) nuclei, each having epin 1/2 oan possess

the summary spin 3»0 or S-1 and the summary isospin T«1.
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The state of a system in the ejcit channel is defined completely

by the state of a dineutron (diproton), because the alpha partiole

spin and iaespin are equal to zero. The chosen apace funotion of

a dineutron (diproton) ia compatible only with zero spin valua.If

we suppose that the reactions t(t,2n)<* and
 J
He^Ho,2p)od pro-

oeed mainly through the head-on oollision of ^H (He) nuclei,

i.e. in a state with a relative angular momentum haQ , wa can

restrict ourselves to states with S=0. The point is that the Pauli

prinoiple sets the correlation between the system spin and its or-

bital momentum in a case when two identical clusters are involved.

So, even orbital momentum values (L*0,2,...) are compatible only

with even spin values and, correspondingly, the odd L values

are compatible with odd 3 values. Besides that, for the s-shell

clusters the internal orbital momentum of a cluster, which ooin-

cides with the relative motion orbital momentum, defines uniquely

the state parity 3i » t"̂ ) • Thu3, to desribe the reactions

t(t,2n)ot and %e(%e,2p) U. , we can restriot ourselves to a

consideration of the states with S=0 and positive parity. The

traditional RGM approach to find the continuous spectrum wave

functions of He and De and the 3-matrix elements,containing

information en the scattering and reactions in a six-nuoleon sys-

tem, presupposes a solution of a rather complicated set of integ-

ral-differential equations with corresponding boundary conditions.

In the algebraic version of RGM the wavefunctions are constructed

as follows:

V = I C ^ K O + 21 C™ iv, 2> , (3)

с

where W,i> are the functions of an osoillator basis adapted to

describe the interaction of two % (%e) nuolei, I ", 2 > are

the sioiilar functions describing the interaction of an alpha-par-

tiole and a dineutron (diproton). The expansion coefficients

{C'v » ̂ У } , or in other words, the system wavefunotion

in oscillator representation саи bo found by solving the set of

linear algebraic equations:

^ <v,U H-E I V, l'>C
(
$ = О (4)

A

where H is the system Hamiltonian, В is the energy.Tho ooef-
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fioients (Су 1 , аа shown in Ref. 2, obey the aama boundary

conditions аз the functions -f, and ^ at large distances bet-

ween the oluatara. So, for example, if both channels are open,

thera are two linearly independent solutions where the first has

the asymptotios corresponding to an ingoing and an outgoing wave

in the first channel:

cj ^ f . ^ ^ ^ W (5)

and only to an outgoing wave in the seoond channel:

Similarly, the seoond solution has an outgoing wave in the first

ohannel:

С» * -<4$^^) (6)

and ingoing and outgoing waves in the second ohannel:

[^^ ^ ^ Л ] (7)

Here the following notation is used: Q-л are the S-matrix ele-

ments, "Vf^lkjKv)
 t

 "^^(k,Xv) the ingoing and outgoing

waves expressed, respectively
f
through the regular and irregular

Coulomb wavefunctions as follows:

0Ц~ Ъ
л
 Ь^ в / VJ- _ ia the Coulomb parameter in i-th chan-

nel, kj = >ffml7h
T
 is the momentum, ZJ'̂  , ~E^ are

the cluster charges in the sa-ne ohannel, x
v
» ^ 4v+ 2L •*2'

As one oan see from the given expressions, the disoreet asynpto-

tics differs from the continuous one in that the continuous va-

riable r defining the distance between clusters is replaced

by 1,'he discreet variable X,, and in the factor ^ V . Such a re-

lation between continuous and discreet asyraptotics remains valid

net only in the cooe when both channels are opon, but in the othor

oases when ono or both channels are closed.

To solve the set (4),let us fix in eaoh ohannel some ^ » 1



and fcr all -0 > H\ replace the ooeffioients С у by their

aoyir.ptotic approximation a (5) arid (6) or (7) and (0). In addi-

tion to tha«, v/o demand that when V* Nj the oosffloienta CVj:

coincide with their asymptotic expressions. In this oaae we ob-

tain two seta ol linear algobraio equations corresponding to an

ingoing wave in the first channel ( £=1) or in the second one

( t -2)

Z. I ^ilH-Efv'i^Cr Sit I <4'IHIV

N'l

vjhere i = 1,2, -4 «0,1,..., N.. Each set contains K.+No+2

unknowns - the coefficiente {C-IJ j a^d S-matrix elements.

So, by solving the set we find both the wave functions in oscil-

lator representation and the S-matrix elements describing the

scattering and reaction processes in a six-nuoleon system.

To construot the set (4)» one should know the Hamiltonian

matrix elements between the basis functions of different channels

<V,L I H I ~f,V)> . The problem of obtaining them can be solved

by the generating invariant method [5-6]. For the 3 + 3 ohannel

such matrix elements nave been found in R9f.£7]f and for 4+2

channel in Ref.[e]. The matrix elements between the basis func-

tions of 3+3 and 4+2 channels are given in the Appendix.

2.Beginning the analysis of the obtained results, we should

first dwell on the problem of choosing a nuoleon-nuoleon poten-

tial. In our investigation we used the potential proposed by Vol-

kov [9) and Hasegawa and Nagata L10]. Thcsa potentials have of-

ten been utilized to calculate the properties of light nuclei

in the framework of different miorosaopic арргоаопеа, both oo.llec-

tive and oluster. The authors of the potentials mentioned abovo

proposed not one potential, but in fact the whole olaea of Ш -

pofcentials, which have fixed VJJ and Vj^ components deeoribliig

the interaction butween nuoleone in even states, and the odd
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oomponent-a V^ and VT,T, are the funotiona of Q parameter rrv

determining the .Intensity of the Mujorana exchange interaction,

•phe ohan^ing cf the parameter nv realizes the transition from

cno NN -potential to another in a given olaaa of potentials.

It gives ua the posaibillty to investigate in microscopic cal-

oulations the aenaitiveneas o£ different quantities end an ap-

proach as ti wholo to ohoosing the nuolear interaction. Besides

that, a suitable choice of m. allows us to evaluate effectively

those decrees of freeitom and channels which have not beer* taken

into consideration explicitly in the present calculation. We shall

use the parameter rrv to oalibrate the theoratioal values

of a reaotion oroas-section by known experimental data for inter-

mediate) energies.

Another paramo tor used in our investigation is the osoilla-

tor length A> which is a parameter of the oluster internal

motion wave functions and serves aa a length unit. In the pre-

sent oaloulatlon we took Г
о
 в 1,4 Im , this value gives the

minimal threshold energy of the He decay into d. +2n channel

for the Hasegawe-Nagata potential. In this оазе the estimated va-

lues of the binding energy for nuolei ^ie, ^H and % e axe

equal,respectively, to 2d.42 MeV, 6.69 MeV tuid 5.85 UeV (cor-

responding experimental values of the binding energy are equal to

28.30 MGV, 8.4G MeV, 7.72 MeV).

As was pointed out above, by solving the sat of linear equa-

tions (4) with Ш-potential to be ohosen, we obtain the wave

functions of a six-nuoleon system in osoillator representation

| Ĉ v* i ̂ ^ j and the matrix elements of S-inatrix,whioh

oontain пеаеяэагу informtition on the processes of elastic scat-

tering and reactions. For a more detailed analysis of the obtained

results, we shall use the traditional parametrization of S-mat-

rix
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where 5̂  ia the phase shift of elastio H + H or ^He+ Ha

scattering, Sj is the phase shift of elastio scattering of a

dineufcron (diproton) by an alpha-particle, rj ia the inelastici-

ty coefficient, determining the intensity of ohannel coupling.7ha

огозэ seotion of reaotions t(t,«O2n and ^He( He,<^)2p and,

consequently, the aatrophysioal S-faotor are proportional to the

nondiagonal matrix element of S-matrixs

where L ie the orbital momentum, Si and S» are the spine

of cluatere of the entrance channel, kt ia the wave number and

^ ^ ft^/CA^+ftf
)
 ) is the reduced mass of the

system in this channel.

We begin analysis of the results with a disousslon of the

behavior of S, and Sr, phase shifts (see fig. 1 and 2). T

phase shifts of elastic triton-triton (
J
He+ He) and dineutron

(diproton) - alpha-partiole scattering were oalculated both in

a single-channel and a two-channel approximation. Comparison of

the results obtained in those calculations show that the channels

3+3 and 4+2 are weakly coupled. First of all, this oan be sesn

from the £, and 6,, phase shifts behaviour and also from the

fact that the inelasticity coefficient n is close to unity in

a wide range of energies. Besides, the monoi;onic dependence of

n upon the energy indicates the absence of reacnant states in

the near threshold region with quantum numbers L = 0 , S « O ,

Analysis of the wave functions of the system gives us the

possibility to make conclusions about the influence of different

ohannele on the continuous speotrum states of He (Be). For

this reason the weights of the states with clusterisation under

consideration were introduced and defined by the relation

weak coupling of the channels leads to the situation when
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the states of He or Be are basically formed by one of the

channels. 5o, for the energies when only 4+2 channel is open,

the weight of thie channel exoeeda 90%. When the aeoond 3+3

ohannel becomes open and the reactions are possible, the entrance

ohannel of the reaction ie dominant. In t + t -• o( + 2rv

•̂ Ha + ^He -+• d •*• 2p reactions, the weight of the 3+3 ohannel

msk«e up 90-95%. If inverse reactions take plaoe, the 4+2 chan-

nel la dominant with а 75-вОД weight.

Let us turn to uii analysis of the data on t(t,<*)2n and

"T!e( He
s
 <̂  )2p reactions. As was mentioned above, instead of

the croae section of thoae reactions €>(£_") we will oonaider the

aetrophysical о -factor defined by expression (1). The reaultu

of the calculation of this quantity for the reaction t(t,<X)2n

performed for the Volkov and Hasegawa-Nagate potential with dif-

ferent vaJuea of parameter Щ. ara preeented in ri£.3* The ox-

periraental data from Ref.[i1-13J are alao presented there. IQ

calculations the triton-triton interaction only in the state with

ЬшО is taken into account, because the contribution of a state

with L«=2 is negligible in the energy region under consideration.

One otm see that the theoretical aurves \ve33 reproduce the gene-

ral character of experimental £>(£) behaviour. The beat quantita-

tive agreement has been achieved for the Hasegawe-Nagata potenti-

al with пг
 и
и.335 and for the Volkov potential with no. -0.44.Hav-

ing described the experimental data for a relatively high energy,

we can predict the value of an astrophy3ical factor for thoca

energies where experimental data are absent. Extrapolating the

S(E) depondonoQ in the energy region close to zero,we can obtain

the limiting va.l ue S(O) = 200 kaV. b .

The result of the 3-factor calculation for the reaction

•^de^He, <X )2p with tho Haaegawa-Naguta potential and correspond-

ing experimental data from Ref.[i4] are presented in Pig.4. The

energy interval under consideration in this case ia atretched up

1.5 MeV, therefore it is песээзагу to take into account the

* interaction in D-3tate along with S-atato. Curve 1 de-

piota the results with thai value of nv which gives the moat op-

timum description of the t(t,o()2n reaction. It could be expeoted

tliat iii this oase we would be able to reproduce the experimental

dependence S(E) upon E. However, an additional variation of nv

ia needud vhicb allows us to obtain aorne aKreement, but only in
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a narrow energy region up to 200 keV. With the energy increasing,

the distinction between the calculated and experimental S-faotor

is growing, whioh displays itself in tha difference of the theore-

tical and experimental values of the derivative Т)$>/ЪЕ. f
0T
 g

B
o

(*S/#9
fhil/vr

. —4.2 barn, 0
S
/*E)

o
,
no
^ - -1.8 barn. This dio-

cropancy is caused, first of all, by the inadequacy of a binary

approximation for the exit channel in He( Ho,o()2p reaction. As

we have seen, in the absence of Coulomb interaction such a simpli-

fication is quite justified, and this was confirmed by the reaulta

of the calculation of t(t,t><.)2n reaction. For He(%e, «>C)2p,

it is necessary to carry out more correct calculations, taking

into account the three cluster configurations in the exit chan-

nel, and this will be done in our next publications.

The authors would like to thank Prof.(J.F.jFllippov for

interesting and helpful discuasiona.

APPENDIX

Here we present the explicit form of the Hamiltoniari genera-

ting matrix elements coupling the functions of 3+3 and 4+2

cluster channels. For a transition from the generating matrix ele-

ments of the operator Q : ( R j Q j g > to its matrix ele-

ments between the basis functions <>!«•>> Я Q | Lv' 1У
 t

 one

should make use of the following relation:

<Lvi|o I L/2>
 1

^ £ £ !

where PL (t) is a legendre polynomial, Ь = tOStk.S), ^u»

are the normalizing coefficients deduoed from the wave funotioa

normalization conditions and for a 3+3 ohannel with aero spin

equal to

0.

and for 4+2 channel, to
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1. Overlap integral with unity operator

2. Matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator:

3. Matrix elements of the central interaction operator

4 = I. v oj) •
 where

Hi
v u\) * z 1 s> v

w
+ Ф

cr^7 is the projection operator on the states of a nuoleon

pair with total spin S and isospin T .

2RSt

where 2 «.- [ 1-1{to/\) I " 1 , 0 = 1~Z , Г о ia the oeci l la-
tor length.
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4. Matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction operator

a) Xor the He nuoleua

b) for the Re nuoleus

I
n
Ust)

- -i l е-**** ̂** - i) ]
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FIGURE CAPTIOHS

Pig.1. S-phase at dineutron-alpha elaatio scattering. Here and

below the results of sinfile- and two-channel calculations

are marked by figures 1 and 2, reapeotively.

Pig.2. Energy dependence of the s-phase of t+t elastic

scattering

Fig.3. Astrophysical S-faotor of the t(t,2n)«C reaotion

calculated with Volkov (V) and Hasegawa-Nagata (Hrf)

potentials. Experimental data are from Refs. [11-13].

Pig.4. Astrophysioal S-faotor of the •3He(3He,2p)oC reaction.

Calculations are carried out with a Haaegawa-Nagata

potential for two values of the parameter m :

m»O.32O and raeO.337. Experimental data are from Ref.£H].
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